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This is going to be the biggest and best piece of intelligence we'll be giving you for 2002.
Our intelligence sources, who told us gold would break $275.00 an ounce last June,
{chart http://www.the-privateer.com/g-bottom/gold98-l.html } now tells us that by the
end of 2002 the Canadian dollar and the Mexican peso will be merged into a new unit,
probably called something like the North American Dollar Currency Unit. We have no
information on the conversion rate of the Mexican peso, but we would cover all shorts at
this time. We are told the Canadian dollar conversion rate will be $C0.75.
It is now trading at $C0.6308. You want to be long the Canadian dollar. We were also
informed that gold would be $300.00 an ounce by 1/31/02. That means you want to be
long gold and silver stocks, bullion, coin and futures. We prefer *Agnico-Eagle (AEMNYSE) and *Goldcorp (GG-NYSE). We consider this a lock, so get long. The reason
Canada and Mexico are being dollarized is so their economies don't collapse in the final
move to world government. The US will subsidize their economies. After that is
completed, in 2003 and 2004 Central and South America will be amalgamated into the
North and South American Union whose central bank will be in Washington and known
as the North and South American Central Bank. These are not the exact names, but this is
a close approximation. During that period Asia will be merged and the final step probably
in 2006-2008 will be the formation of World Government and a world currency.
Dollarization is a very important part of the plans of the ruling-class elite in its goal to
submerge US sovereignty and our national independence into subservience for
Americans. For Americans dollarization means the death of freedom. We have been
reading Foreign Affairs, the house literary organ of the Council on Foreign Relations,
since 1963 and we are positive this is what these elitists have in store for us. If you don't
think this is possible just look at what our president has done by executive order and no
one dares complain, least congress. Declared a war he has no legal right to declare.
Congress has not declared war. By executive order he has usurped the Constitution,
ended habeas corpus and search and seizure can be executed without a warrant. And you
don't think these elitists can demand dollarization, amalgamation and eventually a world
currency? Guess again!
Our president is preserving our country only to be harnessed for elitist tyranny. The
massive economic meltdown now being accomplished by manipulating stock markets,
currencies and commodities, particularly silver and gold, is being implemented and
covered by bogus wars. You are about to be the recipient of the biggest propaganda
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barrage in history, justifying and supporting the new policy. The cheerleaders are all in
place, Alan Greenspan, Robert Rubin, etc.
We wrote in 1994 when NAFTA was implemented that this is exactly where these people
were headed, but no one wanted to listen or believe it.
Dollarization is not some spontaneous movement; it is the creation of totalitarian forces
of evil. It has nothing to do with commerce and everything to do with people control. If
we last that long we'll end up in an interment camp in Tierra del Fuego.
If you just read the CFR literature since WWII you can see every disaster in the ensuing
years was planned by the CFR, the next one is a regional currency, like the euro is for
Europe, that is to be our sordid destiny. We are being defrauded for enslavement.
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